ABSTRACT Interferometric phase (InPhase) images, acquired by phase imaging systems, often suffer from two major degradations: 1) phase wrapping, caused by the sinusoidal 2π-periodic sensing mechanism, and 2) noise, introduced by the acquisition process or the system. This work focuses on InPhase denoising, which is a fundamental restoration step to many posterior applications of InPhase, namely to phase unwrapping. The presence of sharp fringes, which arises from phase wrapping, makes InPhase denoising a hard inverse problem. Motivated by the local sparsity often exhibited by InPhase images in Fourier domain, we propose a multi-resolution windowed Fourier filtering (WFF) analysis that fuses WFF estimates with different resolutions, thus overcoming the WFF fixed resolution limitation. The proposed fusion relies on an unbiased estimate of the mean square error derived using the Stein's lemma adapted to complex-valued signals. This estimate, known as SURE, is minimized using an optimization framework to obtain the fusion weights. Strong experimental evidence, using synthetic and real (InSAR & MRI) data, that the developed algorithm, termed as SURE-fuse WFF, outperforms the best hand-tuned fixed resolution WFF counterpart, as well as other state-of-the-art InPhase denoising algorithms, is provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent decade, interferometry has strongly benefited from advancements in phase imaging techniques and has significantly contributed to many fields including remote sensing [1] , [2] , optical metrology [3] , [4] , astronomy [5] , [6] , surveillance [7] , [8] , medical diagnostic [9] , [10] , weather forecasting [11] , [12] , etc. In such coherent imaging modalities, the information related to physical or geometric properties (e.g., shape, deformation, movement, refractive index, structure) of the illuminated objects is coded in the phase of the underlying signals.
Often, in phase imaging techniques, the measured signals depend only on the principal (wrapped) values of the original The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Manuel Rosa-Zurera. phase (absolute phase). Thus, the measured phase, which we term interferometric phase (InPhase) and takes values in [−π, π), is a non-linear function of the actual phase. This process, termed as phase wrapping, makes the absolute phase inaccessible in the direct measurements. A second major challenge is the noise introduced by the acquisition systems/processes and this further complicates the task of estimating the absolute phase. Owing to these two degradation mechanisms, the estimation of the absolute phase is a challenging inverse problem that pops ups in many technologies, namely in Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar & Sonar (InSAR/InSAS) [1] , [2] , [13] , [14] , Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) [15] , [16] , Optical Interferometry [4] , and High Dynamic Range (HDR) Photography [17] .
Most of the proposed approaches for absolute phase estimation follows a two-step procedure. In the first step, termed InPhase estimation or phase denoising, a clean InPhase image is estimated in the interval [−π, π). In the second step, termed phase unwrapping, the absolute phase is inferred from the clean InPhase obtained in the first step. In this paper, our main focus is on InPhase estimation. Owing to the sharp interferometric fringes from phase wrapping, denoising InPhase images requires a rather different approach from those applied in natural images, in order to carefully preserve the wrapping discontinuities for the second stage of unwrapping.
Despite these difficulties, many strategies have been proposed to tackle this problem. Local polynomial approximation (LPA) [18] and PEARLS [19] are two early-stage attempts based on polynomial approximations. In LPA, the phase is approximated by a zero order polynomial in a local rectangular window. The lack of an adaptive window is a major drawback of this method. PEARLS algorithm addresses this issue by incorporating a first order LPA using adaptive windows. However, given that the first-order polynomials are a poor approximation for discontinuous surfaces, PEARLS performance is poor in the areas containing discontinuities.
The recent trend in image denoising exploits non-local selfsimilarity of the natural images using patch-based methods [20] - [22] . SpInPhase [23] and MoGInPhase [24] are two representative examples of this class of methods in the context of InPhase estimation. SpInPhase reformulates the InPhase estimation as a dictionary-based sparse regression problem in the complex domain, whereas, in MoGInPhase, the complexvalued phase patches are modelled using mixture of Gaussian (MoG) densities. Both of them exploit the non-local properties of the InPhase images in the complex domain and yield state-of-the-art denoising performance.
Both SpInPhase and MoGInPhase are data adaptive in the sense that they learn representations from the image to be denoised. In spite of the power of the data adaptive representations, the fact that, in many applications, the phase is mostly locally smooth makes fixed representations in the Fourier domain still powerful tools in phase modelling, as they yield sparse representations of local complex phase patches. A state-of-the-art algorithm of this class is the windowed Fourier filtering (WFF) based algorithm [25] . Arguably, the major weakness of WFF is its fixed resolution, i.e., the lack of adaptiveness of the used windows in the windowed Fourier transform (WFT). The influence of window size was recently studied in windowed Fourier ridge algorithm [26] . Without surprise, it was concluded that small windows are good for detecting sharp discontinuities, whereas larger windows yield strong noise attenuation in smooth phase regions.
Although many studies on adaptive windows have been carried out in time-frequency analysis [27] - [30] , they are developed for real domain one-dimensional signals, such as speech signals. For the two-dimensional image analysis, the wavelet transform, due to its multi-resolution ability, outperforms the Fourier based analyses [31] . However, they do not adapt well to InPhase estimation, where the underlying signals are complex-valued. The research herein developed is aiming at endowing WFF with window size adaptiveness for InPhase applications.
A. PROPOSED APPROACH
This paper proposes a multi-resolution WFF analysis in which the WFF estimates from different window sizes are fused in an optimal way. The fusion is pixel-wise, linear, and is implemented in the complex domain, such that the estimates from larger windows get higher weights in smooth regions and vice versa. The weights for the fusion are designed to minimize an estimate of the mean square error (MSE) between the clean and the estimated images. Since the oracle MSE is not available, we resort to Stein's unbiased risk estimate (SURE) adapted to the complex domain. Our proposal is inspired by a series of works presented by Blu and Luisier [32] - [35] and by Gauthier et al. [36] in which a similar fusing strategy is adopted to enhance the wavelet-based denoisers.
CONTRIBUTIONS: The main contributions are summarized below:
• Reformulation of InPhase estimation as a sparse regression in the frequency domain using Fourier analysis.
• Mathematical formulation, in the complex domain, of a SURE-based unbiased estimate of the MSE, which is derived for the specific InPhase sparse regression model.
• Design of multi-resolution WFF by pixel-wise linear fusion of WFF estimates with different resolutions. The optimal fusion is achieved through quadratic programming, designed to minimize SURE. The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the observation model and the underlying interferometric phase problem. A brief revisit of WFT-based denoising strategy, in the perspective of sparse regression in frequency domain, is presented in Section III to build the mathematical foundation for the main proposal. Section IV formulates the main research contribution, i.e., a multi-resolution WFF based on SURE-fuse. Experimental evidence, using synthetic and real (InSAR & MRI) data, of the competitiveness of the proposed algorithm termed as SURE-fuse WFF, is given in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The images herein used are defined in a 2D grid G := {1, ....m} × {1, ....n} with N = m × n pixels. We assume the additive observation model
where
, and, n := (n k ∈ C, k ∈ G) denote, respectively, the observed image, the clean image, and an additive noise image. We further assume that the real and imaginary parts of n, n and n , respectively, are independent and their components are i.i.d., zero-mean Gaussian, with variance σ 2 /2. This is to say that the complex components n k , for k ∈ G, are independent, zero-mean circular Gaussian [37] , with variance σ 2 . Model (1) captures the essential features of InPhase estimation problem [14] , [23] , [38] , [39] and it is also a good approximation for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [13] . Even in InSAR applications [14] , [38] , [39] , model (1) endowed with a suitable spatially variant noise, is a good replacement for the true observation model, as shown in [23] .
Given an amplitude image b := (b k ∈ R ≥0 , k ∈ G) 1 and an absolute phase image, φ := φ k ∈ R, k ∈ G , we define the complex image be jφ := (b k e jφ k , k ∈ G) and the InPhase image
where W(.) is the wrapping operator that performs component-wise 2π-modulo wrapping operation defined by
and the function mod (., 2π) denotes modulo-2π operation. Hereafter, we assume that the images z, x, n, b, φ, and φ 2π are stacked into column vectors of size N = m × n according to the lexicographic order of set G. Throughout the discussion, the components of these vectors are indexed using their 2-D grid location k = (k 1 , k 2 ) ∈ G. With these notations in place, we define InPhase denoising as the estimation of the phase φ 2π from the noisy observation z.
III. INPHASE DENOISING VIA SPARSE REGRESSION IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
The discrete WFT of z, computed at a spatial point k = (k 1 , k 2 ) ∈ G and frequency ω :
2 , is defined as (see [25] for more details)
where h s k is a Gaussian weighting window centered at loca-
s 2 , and ω, k :=
The size of the window is controlled by the parameter s termed scale. 2 The analysis function h s k−k e −j ω,k in (4) has the structure of a Gabor wavelet [40] , which has optimal concentration properties in terms of time duration and frequency bandwidth [41] . Also, we assume that both z and h s are periodic images of size m×n. An equivalent way to express Z k,ω is
where denotes-2D cyclic convolution. We compute Z k,ω at frequencies
This can efficiently be computed via Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The IWFT associated with (4) is not uniquely defined.
In this work, we adopt the following definition:
where E h s = k∈G |h s k | 2 is the energy of h s and W := {(2πi/m, 2πj/n) : (i, j) ∈ I } is a set of 2D-frequencies, and |W | the cardinality of W .
Let D 1 and D 2 to be sub-multiples of m and n respectively and I := {0, respectively. 3 With this assumption, we have
We notice that (6) may be written as the cyclic convolution
which may be efficiently computed via FFT.
B. DENOISING VIA SPARSE REGRESSION IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
Let A s : C N → C N ×|W | be the analysis linear operator representing the WFT associated with the definition (5) and S s : C N ×|W | → C N be the synthesis linear operator representing the IWFT associated with the definition (9) . We recall that, according to the observation model (1), our objective is to estimate x from z. We attack this problem by solving an optimization problem with two facts in mind: 1) X := A s x is sparse or at least compressible 4 2) Since the A H s A s ∝ I 5 , if the noise n is i.i.d. circular complex Gaussian, then A s n is also circular complex Gaussian and i.i.d. Therefore, we propose to solve the following optimization:
where Z = A s z and the estimate of x is given by x = S s X. The motivation for the formulation (10) stems from two facts: a) the 0 promotes sparse WFT representations of the original data; b) the second term is the negative log-likelihood 3 The specific PRC settings adopted in our implementation, i.e., settings of D 1 and D 2 in relation to the window support, are explained in Section IV-E. 4 X is compressible if its magnitude decays rapidly. 5 H denotes Hermitian transpose operation.
associated with the circular complex Gaussian i.i.d. noise. The relative weight between the two terms is set by λ > 0. Optimization (10), although non-convex, has a simple closed-form solution: the hard-threshold given by
where λ H acts component-wise and, for y ∈ C,
The WFT-based denoising strategy, formulated under a sparse regression framework, is summarized below:
1) Compute the WFT of z, i.e., Z = A s z give by (5).
2) Compute a sparse solution in the frequency domain by hard-thresholding Z yielding X = λ H (Z). 3) Compute the IWFT of the thresholded signals to get the spatial domain estimate, i.e., x = S s X. We term this denoising scheme, courtesy of [25] , as windowed Fourier filtering (WFF). We remark that we do not claim novelty w.r.t. WFF. Our proposal is to present WFF in a solid framework necessary to the following developments, in addition to a computational efficient implementation.
The formal expression of WFF is then
which can also be rewritten as
IV. SURE-FUSE WFF: A MULTI-RESOLUTION WFF FOR IMPROVED INPHASE DENOISING
We propose an adaptive window selection by computing
where x s k is the image estimate at the pixel k obtained by WFF with scale s and a s k is the corresponding fusion coefficient. The inference of a s k is data-adaptive and obtained by minimizing SURE [42] , adapted to complex-valued signals.
A. SURE: UNBIASED ESTIMATE OF MSE 1) SURE FOR REAL-VALUED ESTIMATORS
Let us assume, for a while, that x ∈ R N , n is a zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian random vector whose components have variance σ 2 , z = x + n, and f : R N → R N is an estimator of x; i.e., x := f (z) ∈ R N is an estimate of the true image x. Define the sample mean square error of x as
where T denotes the transpose operator.
Expression (16) , the oracle mse, cannot be evaluated in a real-life scenario, as we do not have access to x. However, in the case of real-valued estimates, Stein's lemma [42] opens the door to replace (16) by an unbiased estimate, which is a function of only the observations. Stein's lemma [42] for real-valued signals, courtesy of [32] , is as follows: 
where ∇ is the divergence operator given by
Lemma 1 is a fundamental result, as it does not make any assumption regarding x, which is treated as a fixed parameter; the randomness comes only from the additive Gaussian i.i.d. noise. The proof of this lemma is straightforward using integration by parts in the computation of E{∇. g(z)}. We now consider the following estimate of mse( x):
Having (17) into consideration and that E z 2 = x 2 + N σ 2 , some simple computations led to the conclusion that E{ε sure (z)} = E{mse( x)}. That is, ε sure (z) is an unbiased estimator of mse( x). Of course, the unbiasedness does not tell the whole story and one should analyze the spreading of the difference ε sure (z) − mse( x). This analysis is, however, out of the scope of the paper. Nevertheless, later in this section, we provide experimental evidence of the effectiveness of the SURE-based estimator (19) in the context of InPhase denoising.
2) SURE FOR COMPLEX-VALUED ESTIMATORS
Let us get back to the complex scenario, that is x ∈ C N , n is zero-mean circular Gaussian and i.i.d. with variance σ 2 , z = x + n, and f : C N → C N is and estimator of x; i.e., x := f (z) ∈ C N is an estimate of the true image x. The sample mean square error of x is now given by
Reasoning as in the real case, we need to compute
Assuming that f k (z) and f k (z) are differentiable with respect to z and z , respectively, and that
where ∇ and ∇ denote, respectively, the divergence operator w.r.t. the real part and the imaginary part of z. We now consider the following estimate of mse( x):
Expression (27) , resulting from the change of variables z = (z + z * )/2 and z = (z − z * )/2, is very convenient as we just need to consider f k as a function of (z, z * ) and compute its Wirtinger derivative [43] w.r.t. z.
Having (21) and (22) into consideration, and following a rationale similar to the real case, we conclude that E{ε sure (z)} = E{mse( x)}. That is, ε sure (z) is an unbiased estimator of mse( x).
B. THRESHOLD FUNCTION FOR DENOISING
Stein's lemma 1 assumes differentiable functions. However, the WFF estimator defined in (13) contains a hard threshold function λ H (.), which is not differentiable. As in [33] , this roadblock is tackled by selecting the threshold function, known as ''linear expansion of threshold'' (LET) 8
where λ is the threshold parameter. In our implementation, we set λ = 3σ , where σ is the noise standard deviation. This value is obtained by an empirical tuning, which is explained in detail in Section IV-E. Figure 1shows the shape of λ L and λ H for y ∈ R, σ = 0.3 and 0.9, which, for unit amplitude of y, represents a low and a high noise level respectively. The rationale behind LET is the following: i) it has almost shrinking capability, since λ L (y) 0 for |y| λ; ii) it is differentiable and thus the Stein's lemma 1 is applicable; iii) it exhibits anti-symmetry and thus avoids sign preferences; and iv) it tends to the identity function for |y| λ, i.e., λ L (y) y for |y| λ. Equation (13) is modified using the LET function to define the WFF let as
The calculation of ∇. f (z) involves the complex derivative
. Expanding (29) and using the LET function (28), we show in Section VI-B that
SURE (23) is now assessed. We generate observations according to model (1) with σ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9} and x = e jφ . Four absolute phase images φ, shown in Figs. 6a, 6b, 6d and 6e, are considered. The WFF let denoiser (see (29) ) with scale s = 4 is used to obtain the clean estimates. 9 SURE and oracle MSE values are plotted in Fig. 2 . The figures show that SURE is a very good approximation of the oracle MSE.
SURE (23) is unbiased; it has, however, a variance component, which, under suitable conditions, varies with 1/N . A detailed statistical analysis of this aspect is, however, beyond the scope of this work. 
D. SURE-BASED FUSING
Let us consider S different WFF let denoisers according to (29) with scales s = 1, 2, · · · , S. Let the windows be h i i=S i=1 and the corresponding WFF let estimates at pixel k, arranged in vector form, be
We design an optimization framework aimed at finding the optimal fusion vector a, by minimizing the SURE of f fuse (z) := (f fuse k (z), k ∈ G). Based on SURE (23) of mse(f fuse (z)), we solve the optimization problem a ∈ arg min a≥0 ε sure (z; a),
where a ≥ 0 := {a ∈ R S : a i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , S} and
Later in this section, we give a rationale for the choice of feasible set a ≥ 0 instead of C S . A straightforward expansion of (36) using (33) leads to ε sure (z; a) (37)
Optimization (35) is then equivalent to solving the quadratic program with non-negative constraints
which is very light from the computational point of view given that the dimension of a is small, say less than 10.
Given that the image smoothness varies across the image, the fusion vector a should be allowed to vary to accommodate the smoothness variations. To address this roadblock, we assume that a varies across the image and that the image is locally smooth. That is, given n ∈ G, there is a neighbourhood G n ⊂ G in which a k is approximately constant. With these assumptions in place, instead of optimization (41), we solve a n ∈ arg min
for n ∈ G, where
At this point, we illustrate the proposed SURE-fuse WFF with a brief experiment. Fig. 3 (a) shows the absolute phase φ, a truncated Gaussian, used in the experiment. The observed data is given by z = e jφ + n (unit amplitude) with σ = 0.9 corresponding to a highly noisy scenario. SURE-fuse is computed using the scales s ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}. The corresponding fusion coefficient images ( a i n , n ∈ G) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are displayed in Fig. 3 (c), (d) , (e), (f), respectively. Fig. 3 (b) shows, for each pixel, the scale that minimizes the 2 error (oracle). We conclude that the fusion coefficient images are in close agreement with the pixel-wise minimum error and adapt to the terrain topography.
1) THE DOMAIN OF THE FUSION COEFFICIENTS
Since C S ⊂ R S ≥0 , one may ask why using the latter feasible set instead of the former in the optimization (43) . We remark, however, that the focus of this work is on the quality of InPhase φ 2π . A direct minimization of MSE (or it's SURE) yields an optimum estimate for x = be jφ , which does not guarantee necessarily the best InPhase estimate. This point is illustrated using Fig. 4 , where x = be jφ is a clean signal whose estimate is to be found. Let x 1 = b 1 e j φ 1 and x 2 = b 2 e j φ 2 be two estimates such that In such a situation, a complex domain optimization choose x 2 as the minimum MSE estimate; but from the figure, it can be observed that the phase φ 1 of the signal x 1 is closer to the original phase φ. A detailed analysis of these aspects is beyond the scope of this work. However, over a large number of experiments conducted on real and synthetic data, we have observed that the quality of InPhase (φ 2π ) estimates improves when the fusing coefficients are real and non-negative. Hence, we design SURE-fuse using real-valued non-negative fusion coefficients, i.e., a k ∈ R S ≥0 .
E. PARAMETER SETTINGS OF SURE-FUSE WFF 1) WFT WINDOW
For the windowed Fourier analysis, we choose a Gaussian function, i.e., h k = e − k 2 1 +k 2 2 s 2 . It is to be noted that the support of a Gaussian function should be larger than 6 times the standard deviation (6s/ √ 2), to accommodate most of the significant values of the function. Accordingly, the 2D-support of h, which we denote as n h , is chosen as
where the function y odd finds the nearest odd integer greater than or equal y. Odd-valued supports are preferred to place the window symmetrically around the central pixel. = n h 2 . ii) D 1 and D 2 should be sub-multiples of m and n respectively. In order to guarantee i and ii together, we modified the image size (m, n) to the multiple of n h 1 , n h 2 , in the respective dimensions, by padding zeros. The size of the new zero-padded image, denoted as (m, n), and the value of (D 1 , D 2 ) for perfect reconstruction are as follows:
2) PRC SETTINGS
where is the ceiling function that performs ''rounds to the nearest higher integer'' operation. Hence, the 2D-frequency resolution of the WFT analysis is
3) LET PARAMETER λ
The parameter λ of the LET-based thresholding is heuristically tuned. It has been observed that this threshold performs well when expressed as a function of the noise level [32] , [33] .
In our implementation, we perform an empirical tuning by observing the performance of SURE-fuse WFF, in terms of PSNR (49), for a wide range of λ, expressed as a function of the noise level σ . The experiment is conducted with different test images and it is observed that, for data with unit amplitude, the best value of λ in the majority of cases is λ = 3σ , as shown in Fig. 5 .
4) NEIGHBOURHOOD G n FOR MSE COMPUTATION
In general, a large number of samples yields an MSE estimation with smaller variance. But on the other hand, since the non-local regions of the phase surface can be structurally very different, a very large neighbourhood should be avoided.
In our implementation, we use 7 × 7 square neighbourhood centered at the pixel of interest.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We present a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of the developed algorithm and to compare it with the state-of-the-art. The WFF algorithm by Kemao [25] , SpInPhase [23] and MoGInPhase [24] are chosen to compare the algorithm performance. To evaluate the quality of the estimates, given that our main objective is InPhase denoising, we adopt peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), defined as
where φ is the true phase (unwrapped), φ 2π is the estimated wrapped phase and W is the wrapping operator. In the initial part, we deal with simulated data set that are carefully selected to represent structurally different phase topologies.
In the final parts, we use phase data from InSAR and MRI to illustrate the effectiveness of the developed algorithm in real world remote sensing and medical imaging scenarios.
A. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS USING SIMULATED DATA
The dataset used (see Fig. 6 ) are of size 120×120 with spatial phase variations in the following range: truncated Gaussian (Fig. 6a )-0 to 44 radians, low band (LB) surface (Fig. 6b )-0 to 44 radians, high band (HB) surface (Fig. 6c )-0 to 56 radians, shear plane (Fig. 6d )-0 to 7 radians, peak-valley surface (Fig. 6e )-0 to 22 radians, Long Peaks (Fig. 6f )-0 to 90 radians. A complex-valued image with unit amplitude is created by considering each of these surfaces as the absolute phases (φ). These data set is quite challenging for phase denoising algorithms as the underlying absolute phases contain wide range of structural properties including smooth regions, planes, sharp peaks and valleys, sharp discontinuities, etc. Observations as per model (1) are generated for low to high level of noise (σ ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}).
Ten different windows (S = 10), corresponding to the scales s ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...., 10}, are considered. From Table 1 , it is evident that in most of the cases, except for the shear plane, SURE-fuse yields the best result, even compared to the best WFF estimate (given in rectangular boxes). We would like to remark that the SpInPhase and MoGInPhase, which are designed to exploit the non-local image self-similarity, are expected to perform very well for the periodic shear plane. However, such synthetic images are structurally very different from the real-life data.
A qualitative evaluation of the proposed fusing mechanism is done using a heavily noisy version of the peak-valley surface (see Fig. 7 ). The estimated interferograms using eight representative windows (s ∈ {1, 2, ..., 8}) are shown in Fig. 8 , from which the following conclusions are drawn: i) the sharp peaks (or valleys), indicated by green circles, are well estimated by small-window-WFF, i.e., s = 1, 2. These peaks are almost absent for large-window-WFF estimates, i.e., s = 7, 8. ii) the smooth regions, indicated by red squares, are well estimated by large-window-WFF and poorly estimated by small-window-WFF. iii) SURE-fuse combines the advantages of the individual WFFs in a data dependent manner and estimates high-quality interferograms with clear sharp peaks and smooth regions. These visual evidences are very well supported by the PSNR value (31.12 dB) compared to the WFF counterpart.
B. REAL MRI DATA
This section presents experiments using real MRI interferograms. MRI images are well modelled by (1) (refer to [13] ). Figure 9 shows the InPhase images collected using a real MRI scan 10 from a human head along side, top, and front orientations. These images are used as clean InPhase images to which i.i.d. Gaussian noise with variance σ ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} is added to get the noisy data.
Phase denoising is done for all these noise levels using SURE-fuse WFF with scale s ∈ {1, 2, ..., 8} and the results are shown in Fig. 10 . Also, the estimated interferograms, for a moderate noise variance (σ = 0.5), using SpInPhase, MoG, and SURE-fuse are shown in Fig. 11. From Fig. 11 and Fig. 10 , it can be concluded that the developed algorithm is very competitive with the state-of-the-art, providing experimental evidence to its effectiveness and competitiveness to perform InPhase denoising in real data.
C. INTERFEROMETRIC SAR DATA (INSAR)
In SAR interferometry, the terrain topography is reconstructed from the InPhase data, which are extracted from the complex-valued noisy SAR images collected at slightly displaced antennas. Let x 1 and x 2 be the acquired SAR images. Our focus is to denoise the noisy interferogram given by φ 2π = arg x 1 x * 2 , where x * 2 denotes the complex conjugate of x 2 [44] . The InSAR data used in the following experiments are distributed with the book [13] . These data sets were generated based on real digital elevation models of mountainous terrains around Longs Peak and Isolation Peak, Colorado, using a high-fidelity InSAR simulator. We use six different SAR data, each having pixel size 152 × 152. The first three interferograms are collected from adjacent areas around Longs Pleak (LP), which we term as LP-1 (Fig. 12a) , LP-2 (Fig. 12b) , LP-3 (Fig. 12c) . The latter three are from Isolation peak (ISP), and we term them as ISP-1 (Fig. 12d) , ISP-2 (Fig. 12e), ISP-3 (Fig. 12f) . The corresponding interferograms, corrupted with InSAR noise, are shown in Figs. 12g to 12l . For a detailed description of the InSAR simulators, see [13, Chapter 3] . Also, for the additive and uniform noise variance modelling of the InSAR noise, we adopt the methodologies described in [23] .
Phase estimation is carried out by neglecting the ''bad'' pixels as indicated by the quality maps supplied along with the data. In Fig. 13 , the InPhase estimates for two selected interferograms [Long Peak-1 (Fig. 12g) and Isolation Peak-2 ( Fig. 12K) ] are given for visual comparison. Careful examination of Fig. 13 shows the ability of SURE-fuse to retain the minute details, which are over smoothed for its competitors. This is clearly supported by the PSNR values. The detailed results for the experiments conducted on these data sets are concluded in Table 2 . The displayed values indicate that SURE-fuse WFF brings remarkable improvements in quality of the estimates and hence, the algorithm is very well suited to the real and challenging InSAR data.
Next to 23 • 04'24''E), distributed by European Space Agency (ESA). 11 As it is evident from Fig. 14 , this is a highly challenging interferometric data set which is corrupted with heavy noise.
The estimates produced by SpInPhase, MoGInPhase and SURE-fuse are shown in Fig. 15 . For this data set, since the true image is not available for PSNR calculation, we present a qualitative analysis. After careful examination of the estimates, we arrive at the following remarks: i) for the SpInPhase (Fig. 15a) , the peak at region (a) is not clearly estimated. Also, region (b) is not very sharp and it contains ambiguities. ii) for the MoGInPhase (Fig. 15b) , peak at region (a) is almost smoothened out and almost invisible. The discontinuities at region (d) are washed out. Also, region (c) is badly estimated with lots of missing details. iii) for the SURE-fuse estimate, as evident from (Fig. 15c ), all these regions from (a) to (d) display remarkable improvements in quality compared to the other two estimates. Also, in general, the interferometric fringes are more sharp and clear for the SURE-fuse estimate.
D. ABSOLUTE PHASE IMAGING WITH PHASE UNWRAPPING
InPhase denoising is a crucial step in absolute phase estimation as the quality of the denoised images plays a major role in the success of the proceeding stage, i.e., phase unrapping. In this section, the InPhase estimates from SURE-fuse WFF and its competitors are unwrapped using the state-of-the-art phase unwrapping algorithm, known as PUMA [45] . To compare the quality of the unwrapped estimates, we define number of error larger than π (NELP [23] ) as
where 
where φ J stands for the restriction of φ to the set J [23] .
1) PHASE UNWRAPPING OF SIMULATED DATA SET
Phase unwrapping is demonstrated using two different surfaces: truncated Gaussian (Fig. 16a ) and peak-valley (Fig. 16e) surfaces. Heavily noisy interferograms are generated (σ = 0.9, b = 1 in model (1)) using these surfaces as the absolute phases (φ). Form a careful examination of the unwrapped estimates shown in Figs. 16b to 16d, the competitive nature of the SURE-fuse WFF to retain the sharp discontinuities as well as the smooth and flat regions can be observed. The second surface in Fig. 16e is more challenging as it contains narrow peaks and pits. The SpInPhase estimate (Fig. 16f) has very poor quality on the smooth areas. The MoGInPhase estimate (Fig. 16f) has better smooth areas but many narrow peaks are missing as a result of the smoothening. The SURE-fuse estimate (Fig. 16h) is much better, compared to its competitors, in retaining the narrow peaks as well as the smooth regions. All the qualitative observations mentioned above are supported by PSNR a (more than 2 dB improvement) and NELP values.
2) PHASE UNWRAPPING OF INSAR IMAGES
The noisy InSAR interferograms used in Section V-C (Figs. 12g to 12l ) are denoised and then unwrapped. The results tabulated in Table 3 show that SURE-fuse WFF has around 1 dB (or more) improvement in PSNR a for most of the test cases. Also, the NELP values of SURE-fuse are much better compared to that of its competitors. In Fig. 17 , we show the visual quality of a few unwrapped interferograms. The top row is the original digital elevation models (DEM) of the clean InSAR data collected from Isolation peaks and the bottom row contains the absolute phases estimated from the corresponding noisy interferograms. These unwrapped estimates are of very good quality and preserve most of the information in the original DEM. This is a strong empirical proof that makes the SURE-fuse WFF a very good choice in real InSAR phase imaging applications.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a new multi-resolution WFF, termed SURE-fuse WFF, aiming at fusing the WFF-estimates having different resolutions to achieve multi-resolution for improved interferometric phase image denoising. A linear, pixel-wise and data-dependent fusion mechanism in the complex domain has been proposed. An optimization framework that minimizes the unbiased estimate of mean square error, known as SURE, is developed to obtain the fusion weights. Through a series of demonstrative experiments, we show the data dependent fusing ability of SURE-fuse WFF to achieve multiresolution. A series of qualitative and quantitative experimental evidence is provided using synthetic and real (InSAR and MRI) data sets to show that the SURE-fuse WFF outperforms the best hand-tuned WFF and the state-of-the-art InPhase denoising algorithms.
APPENDIX

A. IWFT PERFECT RECONSTRUCTION
To derive PRC of the IWFT, substitute (4) in (6): ,
where r 1 , r 2 ∈ Z (integer) and δ (y 1 , y 2 ) = 1, (y 1 , y 2 ) = (0, 0) , 0, otherwise. respectively. With this assumption, all the terms in (54) vanishes except the one corresponding to r 1 , r 2 = 0, i.e,
B. DERIVATION OF DIVERGENT ∇.f (z)
To compute ∇.f (z), defined in (27) , which involves the derivatives w.r.t. complex-valued variables, we use the results 
Now from (4) we have, 
(58) and (60) in (57) ∂f k (z)
